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Keith C

on
01/20/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










loved this gun like crazy 











David S

on
02/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was so pleased with the price/performance of my older generation Taurus 845 .45, that I decided to check out their current gen 9mm offerings - I'm very glad that I did, Looks wise, this is one slick piece of machinery. Regardless of if you fire 1 clip or 10, you'll look forward to the post-range clean up just to keep it looking as good as it did when you first unbox it. Have gone through about 250 rounds in the short time I've had this with not a single malfunction. It's much smoother than my .45 model, and though more by virtue of the particular caliber than anything else, is an absolute pleasure to shoot and quite ergonomically cozy to boot. I had accidentally overlooked the 3.5" model when I purchased this, but have no regrets about that now that I've spent some time with the longer barrel. If you're looking for a quality hi-cap 9mm for a pleasantly economical price, don't hesitate to consider this Taurus as a contender. 











Mark P

on
09/12/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I received this from my local FFL yesterday in very good condition.Took it home,did a good inspection & everything turned out ok.As usual,this Taurus firearm that came from Bud's did not include the cleaning brush,I don't know why Taurus doesn't include these,as the ones at my local dealers have them.I know Bud's had nothing to do with that as the foam inside the case wasn't even removed for the brush.I gave the gun a good deep cleaning & fired around 200 rounds of assorted ammo.The only ammo it didn't like was Perfecta 115 grain FMJ,that ammo had several failures to eject,as it had light powder loads to weak to fully cycle the slide.It loved the aluminum cased Federal 115 grain rounds,ran like a champ with those & Tula Brass.The gun was accurate,no excessive muzzle flip & was very comfortable to shoot.The trigger is ok,just needs time to get broken in,that's why I'm giving it 4 stars instead of 5.Most every firearm needs a break-in period & it will run much more smoother after 300-500 rounds.I'll be buying from Bud's again. 











Justin D

on
08/10/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Worked fine at FFL during inspection. Decocker broke while getting familiar with firearm, sending it back to Taurus......VERY DISAPPOINTED.......SELLING IT AS SOON AS IT GETS FIXED. You get what you pay for. Won't EVER trust Taurus again.!!!!!! No rounds through it, never disassembled it, decocker just broke, hammer will not engage. Wow !!!!! Very sad. 











Brian H

on
05/27/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The Taurus 24/7 G2 is a nice looking and shooting gun. My problem is that one of the magazines that came with the gun will not accept a full compliment of ammunition. I have returned the magazine at my expense and have been waiting for several weeks now for the replacement. If Taurus would have told me I wouldn't get my new magazine for a long time, I would have kept the old one. At least I would have had one to put some ammo in for a backup. 











Kevin N

on
02/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Taurus 24/7 9mm is hands down the best handgun for the price. After checking out and firing a number of other 9mm autos nothing under $600 comes close. Unless you absolutely have to have a Glock, Beretta or another overpriced brand name this is the one to get. The quality is excellent and it looks and feels good in your hand. Some reviews are critical of the trigger pull, fit and finish or quality but that's just being overly critical for no reason. The Taurus works well, does the job and is reliable. The double/single action is a plus and getting harder and harder to fine. Enough said! 











Keith P

on
02/15/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I absolutely love this gun!!! Buds is awesome!!! Paid for it on Tuesday And in my possession on Friday. 











Marcus S

on
02/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Once again Buds delivers. This makes several guns I have purchased from Buds and I always get get service and quick shipping. The Taurus arrived in perfect condition and appears to be well made. Everything looks tight and we'll machined, I do like the assortment of back straps to fit my large hands. Ready to head to the range to try it out. Thanks again Buds, I will be back. 











Don H

on
05/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just a quick note to say that Buds delivered my two pistols within 4 days of ordering. Awesome price, flawless delivery. Inspected both items and am very satisfied with everything so far. Could have possibly had a little better info, becouse i found my pistols have a "lock" on the slide, that i really like. i dont like having cable locks on my pieces, so this was a plus..Also, some of the features that aren't mentioned are the white dot adjustable sights, the ambi-safety, and the ambi-mag release. Lots of the options of a much higher priced piece. 











Shane S

on
03/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun. Bus's shipped it faster than I expected. I only have a little over 100 rounds through it but I have had zero problems with the gun. I am not thrilled with the sights but those can be changed. Comes covered in grease so a thorough cleaning is definitely needed. Great gun for the price 











Eddie M

on
02/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Gun, Great Price, Thanks Buds! 











Kevin M

on
02/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First hand gun I've owned in several years. Prior experience was with revolvers. Really happy with the taurus 24/7 Gen 2. Shot 150 rounds through it with no issues.. Would recommend it as a first time centerfield pistol own. 











Mike M

on
10/11/2012




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Like the feel and looks of the Taurus G2. But I had to send it in to Taurus for repair after firing it three times. Mis-fired 3-4 rounds per magazine. Tried different ammo but didn't make a difference. Luckily Taurus has a lifetime warranty and paid for 2 day air shipping back to them. But it can take up to 6 weeks to repair it. 











Andrew R

on
08/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hey all, first and foremost I have to say that buds is the best. The gun was delivered in 3 days, that’s crazy fast. The gun itself feels good in the hand and has a good weight to it, although my hands are kind of small and girlish for a guy, the smallest back strap that comes with the gun makes it fit perfectly. The slide is a little tough to pull back but that should ease over time. One thing I did not realize was that the da/sa trigger has to actually be set by you, I thought that when you rack the slide back and release it would be single action but no. anytime you rack it back it will be double action only, to set it when the slide is in the fullback position pull the trigger and release the slide then the trigger and bammo you have single action. The mag release is really stiff on both sides and kinda tough to use right away but that also should ease with time. I have not fired the gun just yet but that will change shortly. Take down is a breeze and it looks great but the only real prob I Have is the mag itself. When loaded it rattles like crazy. All in all it’s a really good feeling pistol and I would get another from Taurus. And of course I would buy from buds any day of the week. 











Joshua B

on
08/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the first pistol I've ordered online as well as my first Taurus. My wallet only wishes I had found Bud's sooner! So, it's a Taurus. What can I say. It serves a purpose; and does it quite well. Fit & finish leave a lot to be desired... but as I said, it's a Taurus. Anyway, this pistol feels GREAT in the hand. Balance is good. I highly recommend a thorough cleaning of this weapon prior to firing. If you're comfortable with it, remove the firing firing pin too as the channel is PACKED with grease. I put 100 or so rounds through it so far, no malfunctions. The trigger feels a little "gritty", but after polishing the striker and trigger bar... it's smooooth.... with a clean break. I also polished the feed ramp and barrel throat. I'm considering purchasing the compact model too! 











Mark H

on
05/19/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is my first gun and I haven't shot many handguns, but this was a good value I feel compared to lots of other choices I considered. I cleaned it, oiled it, and fed 3 different types of ammo through it for the first time today, about 150 rounds, all were fine. Remington JHPs, S&B FMJ and American Eagle FMJ all worked great, no FTL or FTE in this Taurus 24/7 G2 SS 9 MM. Buds was great to deal with, saved me $80 over the best price I found in town on the same gun. Ordered on Thursday and shipped it same day and arrived on Monday at the FFL two days before my 3 day 'hold' was over, which was actually 5 given the weekend (even though the DLE works on the weekends, go figure). The only down side I think is the DA mode, first shot, trigger pull seems a bit hard, my first shot was always a bit off most likely to my unsureness of when the bang would actually happen. The subsequent 16 or so rounds were accurate and smooth, as far as I can tell based on my limited handgun experience. All in all, it was a joy to shoot and I am sure it will do its job well of protecting me and my family in my home, because even the first shot was still in the 12" circle, and the rest all were in the 6" black part. Good enough for me. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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